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Exercise 1: Traffic lights
Consider the traffic junction depicted on the left in the following figure. On the right, a
traffic light is outlined by a partially defined transition system. For only two traffic lights,
A1 and A2 could be synchronized with their counterpart and thus can simply be modeled
by a single traffic light.

Exercise 1.3 [TS-representation for a stack]
Specify a stack by a transition system. Assume the stack capacity to be n (n is a fixed natural number).

(a) Abstract away from the actual data that is stored in the stack and use the actions top, pop and push.

Hint: Identify the states of the stack solely by the number of stack elements.

(b) Now take into account the actual data that is stored in the stack. For simplicity you can assume that
each data set is a natural number.

Hints for (b):

• The resulting transition system is infinite.

• A possible solution also uses the actions top, pop and push(v), where v ranges over all feasible data
sets (i.e. v ∈ IN).

Exercise 1.4 [Example for a traffic light]
Consider the traffic junction depicted on the left in the following figure. On the right, a traffic light is
outlined by a partially defined transition system. Traffic lights A1 and A2 are synchronized with their
counterpart and thus can simply be modeled by a single traffic light.
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(a) Choose appropriate actions and label the transitions of each Ai accordingly.

(b) Specify a reasonable controller C in terms of a transition system that switches the green signal in
the order A1,A2,A3,A1,A2,A3, .... (Hint: Choose an appropriate communication mechanism)

(c) Outline the transition system A1‖A2‖A3‖C.

Exercise 1.5 [Read/Write operations]
Given are n processes, that write to and read from a shared variable x. Instead of requiring exclusive
access for all read/write operations, it suffices to have exclusive access for all write operations and to
allow concurrent read operations.

(a) Explain how the concept of semaphores can be generalized to realize such a model. A sketch of the
program graph Pi for process i is sufficient.

(b) Consider the case n= 2 and sketch the reachable part of the transition system TP1|||P2 .
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(a) Choose appropriate actions and label the transitions of each Ai accordingly.

(b) Specify a reasonable controller C in terms of a transition system that switches the
green signal in the order A1, A2, A3, A1, A2, A3, . . . (Hint: Choose an appropriate
communication mechanism). How many actions does each traffic light require to
guarantee safety?

(c) Outline the transition system A1 ‖ A2 ‖ A3 ‖ C.


